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WHEN ONE VISITS

SLOVENIA…
All Lake Bled’s hidden secrets!

SLOVENIA’S CROWNING
JEWEL: LAKE BLED IN FOCUS

Edited by Monique du Plessis

The beautifully
stunning Lake Bled
captured by me on a
gorgeous summer
June day in 2019

This week’s newsletter will specifically focus on Lake Bledarguably Slovenia’s biggest tourist attraction (and with good
reason!). Here is everything you need to know to make your trip
one to remember at this unbelievably stunning lake.
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ORIGIN OF LAKE BLED
The most well-known folk tale about
the origin of Lake Bled tells that the
lake was created by fairies. According
to the story, the area of the lake used
to be a valley full of luscious grass.
The local shepherds liked to bring
their sheep to the valley during the
day, and fairies loved to use the soft
grass as their dance floor at night.
Afraid that the sheep would eat all of
their grass, the fairies asked the
shepherds to build a fence around
their dance floor. The shepherds
refused to help the fairies and soon
the sheep ate all the grass and left
nothing but bare earth behind.
Seeking revenge, the fairies flooded
the valley and created a lake with a
small island in the middle, where they
could continue to dance at night.

The Pletna boat
which visitors can
board from the
shoreline of Bled
to ride to the
island.

The bell of the island’s church grants wishes…
Another folk tale tells of a young woman who lived in Bled Castle. After
thieves killed her husband, the widow collected all her silver and gold to buy a
small bell. She intended for the bell to be installed in the chapel on Lake
Bled’s island where she prayed daily after her husband’s death. Unfortunately,
a storm hit the lake during transportation, and the bell and boat sank to the
bottom of the lake. Devastated, the widow gave away her fortune, built a
church on the island, and moved to Rome where she became a nun. After her
death, a different bell was blessed by the Pope and was sent to the island’s
church in memory of the widow. Since then it is believed that the church bell
on the island grants a wish to whoever rings it.
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There are 99 steps leading to the church at the top
of the island
The most important building on the
island was built in the 17th century and
is the pilgrimage church dedicated to
the Assumption of Mary. To visit the
church and ring the wishing bell, visitors
to the island need to climb the beautiful
Baroque staircase that has 99 stone
steps. Slovenian newlyweds often visit
the island since it is traditionally
considered good luck for the groom to
carry his bride up the stairs on their
wedding day.
Link: http://bit.ly/2v0hIfR
The famous 99 steps look a
lot less intimidating viewed
from the top!
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The Best Kept Secrets of Lake Bled:
Everything you need to know!

The best viewpoint in Lake Bled

By Brooke Seward

The best spot for a sunset
drink: Cafe Belvedere

Mala Osojnica is a short 45 minute hike that will give you the best
view over Lake Bled. Sunsets are beautiful up here but any time of
day is equally as beautiful

The Best Hotel for Views
If budget is not an issue for you then you can get no better hotel view
than that at Vila Bled. Many of the rooms face the lake and have
complete views of Bled Island up close. If you can’t afford to stay then
be sure to drop by the restaurant for dinner or Cafe Belvedere for the
best sunset viewpoint.
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Dine like a King at Bled
Although it looks great
from afar, there is nothing
that quite matches the
view inside the restaurant
at Lake Bled castle. The
huge imposing windows
frame lake bled below and
make this one of the best
views in Lake Bled. The
prices are surprisingly
reasonable considering
the view (around 25 euros
for a full lunch).

Stunning view
of Bled Castle

You Can Visit Any Time
of Year
Last but not least: an important note on the time of year to visit Lake
Bled. Although you can visit the lake any time of year, activities and
offerings are limited at different times of the year. The best season to
visit if you plan to make the most of lake activities and surrounds in
summer. This is when you can rent kayaks, paddle boards, swim in
the lake and enjoy all the cafes and restaurants. Off season the lake
is beautiful in a layer of snow, however many of the cafes and
restaurants will be closed during this time. Choose your season
wisely!
Link: http://bit.ly/391txRY
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For further enquiries about
Slovenia:
Honorary Consulate General of Slovenia
www.slovenianconsulate.co.za
Tel: +27(0) 21 976 6249
Email: info@slovenianconsulate.co.za
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